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The Humani performed all of the tunes from their album, "Our Electron," plus some other songs from their club迸射, including "Dick & Jane," the tune that put them into the Boston television. Each vocalist was featured. Casey Cameron sang "Dick and Jane," and Don LaMantia contributed to "Dolls," and the majority of the lead vocals fell to Larry Ringer. Larry turned in one stunning performance after another, not really surprising himself with his rendition of "Guardian Angel," the closing tune.

The long-awaited encore, "What Does It Mean To Me?" made the whole evening worthwhile, along though the management turned on the house lights when the Humans were ready to stay "cool jerk." Oh well... Human Sexual Response put on a great show, making an evening at the Paradise endurable. Almost.

David Shaw
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More Humanity
Stage presence is one thing that Human Sexual Response has plenty of. They bounded on stage in black and silver outfits and launched into (surprise!) a slow chanting tune I hadn't heard before. The Larry Ringer quipped, "Now that we're "Dolls,"

From this point on, the energy level of the performance never dropped below manic frenzy. People in the audience began dancing all at once, rendering the "usher" useless, but creating the proper atmosphere. The Humans seemed to feed off the enthusiasm, their laughing and jerking about the stage matching the music.

It's easy to forget that the wall of sound is generated by only three musicians—drummer Malcolm Travis, bassist Chris McCallum, and the amazing guitarist Mike Saer." We never resorted to playing Richard George. Gilbert managed rhythm chords, instead, Gilbert managed to fill the empty spaces with imaginative new riffs not based on the album.
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